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89 of 96 review helpful An Irreverent Review By Book Shark Why is the Peni Shaped Like That And Other 
Reflections on Being Human by Jesse Bering Why is the Peni Shaped Like That is the irreverent thought provoking 
and rather sensational book of essays on human sexuality Dr Jesse Bering takes us on a journey of surprising and even 
shocking peculiarities of being human Using the latest of scientific res Why do testicles hang the way they do Is there 
an adaptive function to the female orgasm What does it feel like to want to kill yourself Does free will really exist And 
why is the penis shaped like that anyway In Why Is the Penis Shaped Like That the research psychologist and award 
winning columnist Jesse Bering features more than thirty of his most popular essays from Scientific American and 
Slate as well as two new pieces that ldquo This book could fuel a score of dinner party conversations hellip this is 
more than some scientific stocking filler it uses science to unsettle our most embedded assumptions It is deeply 
thought provoking rdquo Sunday Times UK ldquo Ex 
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